Abstract
Experimental data [1...3] shows that noise around TTV and at operator workplace has wide dispersion of values for even one model produced by one factory at the same time. It concerns practically every type of TTV -new and with some operating time, at mass, individual and serial producing, and at similar operation conditions. Though, while method of statistical analysis of measurements of various technical objects noisiness is developed quite well [4, 5 and others] , at present time there is no computational evaluation of possible dispersion of TTV noisiness. However, it could be useful for engineers for preliminary evaluation of TTV noisiness at the stage of its development because this method could reduce expensive fine-tuning tests.
Dispersion of noisiness with evaluation of its probabilistic dispersion in first approximation can be made because of data of separate sources noise dispersion. At the same time, it is necessary to remember that in general case noise forming in cabin and at TTV operator workplace is determined with next components:
− air (or penetrating) noise, − structural (or vibrating and case) noise, − reflected (secondary) noise, − noise from internal sources (fan, heater etc.). In addition, while noise from internal sources can be easily excluded during test and computations, first three components are tightly connected with each other, because they are characterized by the same external sources and acoustic constant of cabin.
But, so far as passive methods of struggle against air and structural TTV noise are substantially different, this paper describes only air component of noise and secondary noise connected with it (though approach for determining of noise dispersion and structural noise will be similar). Determination of the sound pressure levels (SPL) of air noise in specified points from various sources (near separate panels) is performed in general case due to formulas with similar structure [7,8 and others] . Thus, for example of determination of calculated noise dispersion, only one formula will be considered -for SPL computation near cabin panel from engine noise that passes through lower opened aperture in hood. It is known from computational mathematic course that the function finite increment (which defines dispersion of its values) can be calculated with the formula that connects the function error with arguments errors [9 and others]:
where: , then with a glance functions (1) and (2) one can obtain:
. 
Method of Evaluation of the Probabilistic Dispersion of Traction and Transport Vehicles Estimated Noisiness
As far as error at its known distribution law definitely, with specified confident probability, defines function confident interval, so one can estimate dispersion of SPL computation results in specified point from separate noise source based on this error.
If there are several sources, it is necessary to perform energetic summation of computation results for each one of these sources. Thus, dispersion of noise total level will be defined by the dispersion of values of each summable parameters.
For energetic summation of SPL, next function is used [7, 8 and others]: 
Conclusion
This general method for probabilistic dispersion of computational evaluation of TTV noisiness consists of next stages:
− assessment of dispersion (confident interval) of acoustic power of each separate noise source, − determination of computational function (choice or compiling formulas for computation), − determination of dispersion (confident interval) for sound absorption coefficients and other independent variables, − determination of partial derivatives for computational function on each independent variable, − obtaining of functional dependence of result dispersion of input factors (arguments), − calculating of numerical assessment value () of TTV noisiness determination result.
